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Startups in SID Mode
(Still-in-Development)

Vested

Edify.ai: intelligence-driven interactive safety platform and data application. $500
True Made Foods: Irresistibly delicious, no sugar versions of your favorite condiments. 
Sweetened only with vegetables and fruit.

$100

Irrigreen: precision sprinkler robot system. More efficient spraying heads, accurately water to the 
exact shape of any landscape.

$400

Canopy: supremely comfortable, transparent respirator, created by scientists, engineers, 
designers, and healthcare professionals who studied and worked at leading research institutions 
and innovation centers

$196.35

Saya Life: is a water monitoring and billing platform, precise leak detection technology 
application for multi-tenant water risk management with native data and analytics.

$250

TÖST Beverages: Using natural ingredients our non-alcoholic beverages are crafted to be as 
meaningful and sophisticated as alcoholic beverages but without the alcohol. Lower calorie, 
refreshingly dry and not too sweet, TÖST is the sparkling beverage for every occasion.

$150

Pickzen: The in-store experience, online conversational search for guided selling. Pickzen’s AI-
Powered Product Finders help businesses offer personalized product recommendations - at just 
the right time, improving engagement and driving sales.

$100

Sentry AI: AI-powered video analytics solutions for public safety and physical security, trusted by 
businesses and enterprises

$200

Predictiv Care: The first DNA Digital Twin to assess risk levelS of 22,500+ diseases and 
simulate personalized reactions to thousands of drugs

$300

Genius Juice: Blending coconut water and coconut pulp, maximizing the nutritional benefits to 
you. The husks are upcycled into coconut charcoal for detoxification products and generating 
energy.

$250

DigiBuild: Blockchain technology for the global construction industry to capture filterable, 
searchable, and comparable transactions, using data insights to remove waste and fraud.

$500

DRONEDEK: Drone drops to this patented secure mailbox stand. Great for receiving or sending 
food, medicine, groceries or parcels. And solid steel box mounted in a secure location or on a 
porch, rooftop, or any open area.

$1,000.25

Powur: Delivers home energy solutions that save you money and lower your carbon footprint. 
First solar company to offset 100% of the emissions from the solar manufacturing process

$250

Cycle Phones: Welcome to a new era of mobile computing with the world's first cloud-based 
cellphone that gets faster, cheaper, and more powerful over time. With Cycle, you can plug your 
phone into a screen, keyboard, mouse, and voila! You've got a full sized desktop computer.

$100

Arqlite: Besides being a low carbon material Arqlite Smart Graveltm is also a highly efficient 
product ideal for use in diverse civil engineering projects. Arqlite Smart Gravel tm is trusted by 
many and used for a variety of applications for eco-friendly businesses.

$250

bluShift Aerospace: Expertise in computer science, physics, manufacturing, and mechanical 
design using Scrum framework, keeping bSA light on its feet and quick to adapt. The result 
being a rocket developed to have an ultra efficient nozzle, cutting-edge materials, and stellar fuel 
performance

$208


